This work presents a horizontal velocity controller for the unmanned helicopter APID MK-I11 by Scandicraft AB in Sweden. We use a novel approach to the design consisting of two steps: first, a Mamdani-type of fuzzy rules compute for each desired horizontal velocity the corresponding desired values for the attitude angles and the main rotor collective pitch; second, a TakagiSugeno controller is used to regulate the attitude angles so that the helicopter achieves its desired horizontal velocities at a desired altitude. The performance of the combined linguistic/modelbased controller is evaluated in simulation and shows that the proposed design method achieves its intended pwpose.
Introduction
The Wallenberg Laboratory for Information Technology and Autonomous Systems (WITAS) at Linkoping University is involved in the development of a command and control system, supporting the operation of an autonomous helicopter. One platform of choice is the APID MK-I11 unmanned helicopter, by Scandicraft Systems AB (www.scandicraft.se). The WITAS operational environment is over widely varying geographical terrain with traffic networks and vehicle interaction of variable complexity, speed and density. APID MK-I11 is capable of autonomous takeoff, landing, and hovering as well as of autonomously executing pre-defined, pointto-point flight executed at low-speed. The latter is insufficient since for the above operational environment much higher speed is desired. Thus, our goal is to achieve high-speed motion through stable "aggressive" manoeuvrability at the level of attitude control (pitch, roll, and yaw) and test it on the APID MK-I11 simulation environment. Here we present a novel design method for horizontal velocity control based on the integration of a linguistic, Mamdani-type of fuzzy controller, and a model-based Takagi-Sugeno (TS) given desired horizontal velocity at certain altitude, a set of Mamdani-type of linguistic rules computes desired attitude angles that help achieve this desired velocity at the given altitude. The rules are heuristic in nature and reflect the experience of a human "pilot" who is an expert in remotely controling the vehicle; on the basis of Takagi-Sugeno (TS) model for the dynamics of both vertical motion and attitude angles, a TS control laws that achieve the desired attitude angles at the given altitude are designed.
In Sect. 2 we introduce the model of APID MK-I11 used for attitude/altitude control and the basic underlying assumptions used in its derivation. In Sect. 3 we present the synthesis approach to the design and analysis of the attitude/altitude TS controller. In Sect. 4 we describe the linguistic Mamdani-type of rules used in the derivation of desired set-points for the attitude angles and discuss the intuitions behind them. In Sect. 5
we describe the difFerencies and similarities between OUT approach and the one by Sugeno et al. in [l] . In Sect. 6 we provide results from simulation that illustrate the performance of the combined Mamdani and TS controllers. Section 7 presents conclusions and directions for future work.
The APID MK-I11 model
The mathematical model used for attitude and altitude control of APID MK-I11 is of the form (for details see The assumptions underlying the above model are: (i) the variation of the rotor speed w is constant as a consequence of maintaining constant throttle control at the nominal part of the power curve -the constant value of w is implicit in the gain kw2 = 1703.46, and (ii) the variations of the main rotor angles are small enough so that the magnitude of the main rotor force can be considered equal to the thrust force. The uncertainty or unmodeled dynamics of the above model can be categorized as follows: (i) unmodeled aerodynamics -only the wind action, e.g., FN, FE, FD on the body is considered, and the action of the tail rotor force on the angular accelerations is neglected; (ii) higher order dynamics such as rotor flapping dynamics is not considered at all, while the usually highly nonlinear link between the control inputs and servos of the main and tail rotors and governing equations are linearized and are implicit in the constant gains kw2 = 1703.4, dkw2 = 223.5824, ekw2 = 58.3258, and f = 31.9065; and (iii) servo actuators are linked to the control inputs and are mode!ed by first-order transfer functions of the form 6 = -3006 + 300u where U is any one of the control inputs and 6 is a pseudo state variable.
The current control system for APID MK-I11
does not utilize large ranges of the rotor attitude angles. As a consequence this produces lower rate-of-change of the attitude angles 4, 8 and $, and consequently the control is done on rather small ranges for these -all this reduces manoeuvrability w.r.t. these angles and consequently the speed of motion. In this context, the objective of our study is to design a horizontal velocity controller which acts on much larger ranges of the attitude angles, i.e., -n/4 5 4 5 +n/4, -~/ 4 5 8 5 +x/4, -T 5 qb 5 +a, by utilizing the full range of the rotor attitude angles. The latter, for the purpose of this study, are in the interval [-0.7, +0 .7] rad.
Takagi-Sugeno controller
First, the nonlinearities in the control inputs of the nonlinear model from Sect. 2 are decoupled by adding first-order actuator transfer functions -as a result, these nonlinearities are moved into the state. The transformed model is then given as: In what follows we describe briefly this step of the design. Consider again the model described in (2). The nonlinear terms to be lineirrized, so that the fuzzy system represents exactly the nonlinear 
In the above rules the matrix A1 is the Jacobian obtained by Taylor series expansion of (2) for values of 26, 27, and zll such that F:(zll) = 1, and F,j((z6,27) = 1. The rest of A2, A S , and A4
are obtained in the same manner. The B matrix is identical for all rules and contains the gains for the servo actuators connected to the control inputs. The global model is then represented as:
i=l where w; is the total activation for each rule: wq = F; F;, with wi = 1. Given the TS fuzzy model, we obtain a fuzzy gain scheduled dynamic output feedback 3 1 , controller of the form: 
The Mamdani-type controller
As already Inentioned, the Mauidani-tzype of linguistic controller ia used to generate desired values for attitude angles given desired horizontal velocities at, a given altitucle. This type of controller has a heuristic nature which reflects the experience of a human "pilot" who is an expert in remotely controling the vehicle. The niotivation for resorting to such a heuristic approach is as follows:
0 The available equations describing the dynamics of horizontal niotion do not take into account aerodynamic effects related to the main rotor. Also the the contributionb of the tail rotor torque and force are neglected. Thus using these equations to derive desired attitude angles, given desired horizontal velocities, is not a reliable option. Instead, the Manidani-type of linguistic controller uses the magnitude of acceleration arid velocityerror to infer attitude angles that if achieved will reduce the velocity error to aero. Thus they "xniinic " a human "pilot's" behavior when trying to achieve certain desired velocities via remote control.
In this context, the rules used to compute desired values for pitch are of the form:
IF e, , as Ney and e,-is Neg THEN desared is pas, where e,, is the longitudinal velocity-error and e,,* is the longitudinal acceleration. The "heuristic" interpretation of this particular rule is as follows: if the current longitudinal velocity is higher than the desired one and we are accelerating, i.e.,
we are moving further away from the desired velocity which is caused by a negative pitch angle. In order to bring the current velocity back to the desired one we have to slow down the longitudinal niotion and reverse the accelerat,ion. This is done by bringing the pitch from a negative to a positive angle. Furthermore, Neg and Pos are linguistic labels for the magnitudes of e,,, , and the pitch. The meaning of these linguistic labels is given by fuzzy sets defined on the physical domains of e,,*, e,,*, and the pitch. Figure 3 illustrates the above rule in terms of these membership functions. where e,,,, is the lateral velocity-error and is the lateral acceleration. The "heuristic" interpretation of this particular rule is as follows: if the current lateral velocity is higher than the desired one and wc are accelerating, i.e., we are moving further away from the desired velocity which is causcd by a positive roll angle. In order to bring the current velocity back t o the desired one we have to slow down the lateral motion and reverse the acceleration. This is done by bringing the roll from a positive to a negative angle. %r-thermore, Neg and Pos are linguistic labels for t,he magnitudes of e,,, , C, , , , and the roll. Figure   4 illustrates the above rule in terms of membership functions corresponding to these linguistic labels. All in all there are 9 rules describing the relationship between e,,#, i,, and the roll.
The desired value for the yaw is computed by rules as:
IF e , i s Pos und e, i s Neg T H E N desired yaw is Zero.
where e, is the heading-error and 6x i s its rate of change. The "heuristic" interpretation of this particular rule is as follows: if the ciirrent head-rectly to our Mamdani-type controller from Sect. 4. These are as follows:
e Longitudinal: this module includes a x Maindani-type controller. The j . controller infers a desired pitch angle using a velocityerror and its derivative and is identical to the one used by us. However, in our case the desired pitch angle is sent to the TS coiitroller from Sect. 3 while in Sugeno's rase it is send to yet another controller from the same module; Figure 5 : Riile for hrading with membership functions.
ing is higher than the desired one and we are reducing it, i.e.: we are moving closer to the desired heading which is caused by certain orientation of the horizontal velocity. In this case we maintain the current yaw. Furthermore, Neg. Pos, and
Zero are linguistic labels for the magnitudes of e,, i,. and the current yaw. Figure 5 illustrates the above rule in ternis of membership functions corresponding to these linguistic labels. All in all there arc 9 rules describing the relationship between e y , P, and the yaw. The first two types of rules neglect the crosscouplings between pitch and roll angles in the dynamics of longitudinal and lateral motions. However, these couplings are taken care by the heading rules that in addition also prevent sideslip by rebtricting the yaw to be always equal to the heading. Furthermore, the pitch and roll angles affect the dynamics of vertical motion so that they cause a drop in altitude. Preventing this is taken care of at the level of the TS controller. The control scheme coxnputing desired attitude angles given desired horizontal velocities at a givcn altitude is presented in Fig. 6 . Rudder: this module, given a desired heading, infers a control input for the tail collective using yaw angle error and its rate of change. In our case we infer a desired yaw angle given a desircd heading, yaw-angle error and its rate of change. The desired yaw angle is sent to the TS controller which in turn gives a control input for the tail collective.
Related work
0 Coupling compensation: the use of this module is twofold: i) it takes into account cross-couplings between longituclinal/lateral and vertical motion; ii} it takes into account crosscouplings between yaw and roll during a turn. In our case the first type of cross-couplings are taken care of by the TS controller. The second type are partially solved by guaranteeing that a turn is always performed in a directional manner.
Simulation results
The integration between the Mamdani and TS controllers is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
The numerical experiments are performed with the controllers designed in the previous sections and acting on the nonlinear model from Sect. 3. The second experiment, depicted in Fig. 9 , shows the results from set-point regulation around a desired low and high lateral velocities. The last experiment, depicted in Fig. 10 , shows the result-s from tracking a desired heading computed from desired horizontal velocities.
Conclusions
This work has shown the applicability of our approach, using a combination of linguistic and model-based fuzzy control of an unmanned tielicopter. The performance of the controller when etaluated in simulation achieves stabilization of horizontal high-speed velocities and altitude using attitude angles within much larger ranges than the ones currently available on the APID MK-111 platform. Future work will address the use of the approach presented here for position control and for the purpose of behavior-based helicopter control.
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